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Abstract: We discuss the implementation of
artificial boundary conditions for stationary
Navier-Stokes flows past bodies in the halfplane, for a range of low Reynolds numbers.
When truncating the half-plane to a finite domain
for numerical purposes, artificial boundaries
appear. We present an explicit Dirichlet
condition for the velocity at these boundaries in
terms of an asymptotic expansion for the
solution to the problem. We show a substantial
increase in accuracy of the computed values for
drag and lift when compared with results for
traditional boundary conditions. We also analyze
the qualitative behavior of the solutions in terms
of the streamlines of the flow.
Keywords: Navier-Stokes, exterior domain,
fluid-structure interaction, computational fluid
dynamics, artificial boundary conditions

1. Introduction
We numerically solve the Navier-Stokes
equations for the flow past a body moving at
constant velocity parallel to the boundary of a
half-plane. We are particularly interested in the
computation of the hydrodynamic forces acting
on the body in the case where the body is small,
and the flow is laminar.
Since we truncate the unbounded half-plane
to finite sub-domains for the numerical
treatment, the question of boundary conditions at
the resulting artificial boundaries (a.b.) arises.
We show that, when compared to traditional
methods of “velocity-at-infinity” boundary
conditions (see for example [1]) or “open”
boundary conditions (see for example [2]), a
significant gain in accuracy in the computed
values of drag and lift can be obtained when
using the asymptotic expansion for the velocity
field constructed in [3] as Dirichlet boundary
conditions.
We concentrate on drag and lift for the
quantitative comparison of different boundary
conditions because they are important quantities
in engineering and theoretical work alike.

Besides increased accuracy, the qualitative
behavior of the flow within the computational
domain is also improved with our boundary
conditions in the sense that the streamlines are
not significantly influenced by the artificial
boundary, contrary to the cases where traditional
boundary conditions are used.
Our aim is to describe the implementation of
our adaptive boundary conditions and highlight
the fundamental importance of the choice of
boundary conditions when precision and
qualitative correctness of the flow patterns are
desired alongside a decrease in hardware
requirements (especially in memory due to
smaller computational domains).
Similar adaptive boundary conditions have
been studied for the full plane, see [4] and [5],
and the full space, see [6].
All mentions of COMSOL refer to COMSOL
multiphysics version 3.5a, using the basic
steady-state incompressible Navier-Stokes model
in two dimensions.
1.1 Mathematical Description
We treat the problem as viewed from the
moving body, of characteristic size 2 and at a
distance
from the wall, so that we may
numerically solve the stationary equation system
(1)
⋅
ν∆
0,
(2)
⋅
0,
where is the velocity field, is the pressure
and ν is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. The
boundary conditions on the wall, located at
0, are
|
,
(3)
1,0 the opposite of the body
with
velocity. The boundary conditions on the body
may be chosen either as “slip” or “no slip”, as
defined in COMSOL. The conditions at the
artificial boundaries are the object of the next
section. For practical reasons, we only use
domains of the form
, |
,0
, where
. See Figure 1 for
a representation of the body and the domain.
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Figure 1. Thee fluid domain and
a the body.

F
Finally, for latter use we deefine the visccous
lengtth scale and thhe Reynolds nuumber
2r
(44)
ℓ
,
Re
.
ℓ

2. Artificial Bou
undaries
T
Theoretically, the correct w
way to treat the
edges of a domaain which iss obtained byy a
trunccation of the hhalf-plane wouuld be to use the
soluttion of the origginal problem
m in the half-pllane
evaluuated along those edges as a Dirichlet
bounndary conditioon. Of coursee, the solutionn of
the ooriginal probblem is unknnown. One m
must
thereefore find bboundary coonditions whhich
repreesent a good appproximation to the solutionn of
the original
o
probleem. We define and investiggate
threee choices: simple
s
bounndary conditiions
(s.b.cc.), classic (oor open) bounndary conditiions
(c.b.cc.) and adaaptive bounddary conditiions
(a.b.cc.), i.e., the new scheme w
which we proppose
here. More preciseely:
on all the a.b.
• The s.b.c. preescribe
on the upstreeam
• The c.b.c. prrescribe
a.b. iin order to fixx the inflow, and the “norrmal
stresss” open bouundary with
0 on the
remaaining a.b., alloowing in and outflow.
o
• The a.b.c. usee expressions (5) and (6) whhich
are bbased on the asymptotic eexpansion of the
mathhematical soluttion of the hallf-plane probllem,
to preescribe the velocity at the a.b.
T
The s.b.c., whiile a reasonabble starting pooint,
are nnevertheless problematic, as they do not
allow
w fluid to move througgh the artifiicial
bounndary parallell to the waall, making the
probllem effectively a channel fllow. This impaacts
flow rate conservaation in two problematic waays:
first, the velocityy of the fluid must increease
artifiicially above aand below thee body, it cannnot
be addjusted thankss to fluid “exitting” through the
top aa.b.; second, tthe flow rate should in factt be
lower in the trunncated domainn in compariison

w
with the flow w
without a bodyy, however thee use of
at the upstrream artificiall boundary preescribes
thhe same flow as without a body. See [1]] for an
eexample wherre such bounndary conditioons are
uused in the three-dimensio
t
onal version of the
pproblem consiidered here. A recent workk using
thhese boundaryy conditions, albeit for a flow in
thhe full plane aaround two siide-by-side cyylinders,
iss [7], where thhe authors havve run simulaations in
ddomains with sizes 750 by 500 cylinder radii to
eensure that peerturbations due
d to the booundary
cconditions are small enough.
The c.b.c. are mixed Dirrichlet (pressuure) and
N
Neumann (vellocity) bounddary conditionns. See
[22] for a threee-dimensionaal implementaation of
thhe problem coonsidered heree. While the c..b.c. are
leess restrictive on the flow raate than the s.bb.c., the
ccondition on tthe upstream a.b.
a still presccribes a
fl
flow rate whichh is too large.
We now present our adaptive booundary
cconditions, w
which prescriibe the asymptotic
eexpansion
,
to the velociity field
aat the artificial boundaries
1

/ℓ

/

/ℓ
ℓ

ℓ

(5)

/ℓ
ℓ
ℓ
/ℓ
ℓ
/ℓ

/

/ℓ
ℓ

ℓ

(6)

/ℓ
ℓ
ℓ
/ℓ
ℓ
See Appenndix 7.1 for a description of the
cconstituent funnctions.
The constaant
appearinng in (5) and (6) is a
real number ddepending on the flow annd body
pparameters in a sophisticateed manner. It can be
ccomputed duuring run-tim
me thanks to the
aalgorithm presented in Appeendix 7.2.
For a rigoorous mathem
matical derivaation of
thhis asymptotic expansion, see [8], [9] aand [3].
F
For the adaptaation to numerical applicatiion, see
[10].
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3. Results
T
The simulationns presented inn this section are
perfoormed with aarbitrary meshhes generated by
COM
MSOL. The linnear system iss solved using the
direcct linear solverr PARDISO, and
a the nonlinnear
solveer is the damped Newton sccheme. For all the
simuulations presennted below, a workstation w
with
36 G
GB RAM and a 12-core proccessor was useed.
A
All bodies prresented in this section are
circlees with a raadius
0.5, and have Slip
S
bounndary conditioons. See [10] for more caases
with different Reyynolds numbeers (0.005 to 25),
2
both No slip and S
Slip boundary conditions onn the
bodyy and various body
b
shapes. N
Nevertheless, our
preseentation capturres the essentiial features off the
adapttive boundaryy conditions.

oon Figure 2). A very importtant proportionn of the
ccomputational domain is thhus used to ccompute
thhis non-physiccal flow.
In the casee of the c.b.cc., see Figuree 3, this
bbackflow is not
n present, bbut the flow is still
significantly influenced by the artificial
a
bboundaries, ass can be seenn by lookingg at the
streamlines.

Figure 4. Streamlines
S
of

3.1 Q
Qualitative beehavior
Inn a first step, we show thhat the choicee of
bounndary conditions has an impportant impactt on
the flluid flow.

, with a.bb.c.

The a.b.c.,, see Figure 4,
4 are the only ones
thhat yield quaalitatively satiisfying flows all the
w
way up to thhe boundary, and the streaamlines
eexhibit almost no distortion nnear the boundary.
33.2 Quantitatiive examinatiion of lift and
d drag
We presentt in Figures 5 & 6 the drag and lift
aacting on our bbody at Re
1, computedd thanks
too COMSOL’ss native post-pprocessing feattures.

F
Figure
2. Stream
mlines of

, with s.b.c.

T
To showcase thhis, we repressent in Figurees 24 thee streamliness for the velocity field frrom
which the constantt flow
hass been subtracted,
10. For thee sake of brevvity,
on doomains with
we shhall only conssider the case w
with Re
1.

F
Figure
3. Stream
mlines of

, with c.b.c.

Inn the case off the s.b.c., ssee Figure 2, we
obserrve an artificiaal backflow (m
moving clockw
wise

Figure 5. Drrag in function oof domain size, for a
circular body with slip b.c., at Re 1..

As the simulations w
with adaptivee a.b.c.
ppresent the leaast variation with
w domain ssize, we
uuse the largesst simulation (
90) feassible on
oour workstatioon using these boundary connditions
aas a referencee for the com
mputation of relative
eerrors. The acttual values aree obtained thannks to a
R
Richardson exxtrapolation scheme operatting on
fo
four values obbtained from successively refined
simulations (eaach mesh elem
ment divided innto four
smaller ones).
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O
Our reference values
v
for dragg and lift are:
14.497,
0.88013, (7)
0.84732, (8)
7.6597,
0.59219, (9)
2.0916,
0.37568, (10)
1.3014,
0
0.71307,
0.10162. (11)

a flow rate oonly appropriaate in absencce of a
bbody. In a boounded domaiin, this flow rate is
hhigher than whhen there is a body, leadinng to an
innevitable overrestimation in the forces.

F
Figures 7 & 8 represent the relative errorr on
drag and lift for a sequence of simulations w
with
0.5, 1,, 5, 10, 25.
Reynnolds numberss Re

We have presented simulations
s
oof flow
aaround bodies in a half-plaane. We have shown
thhat thanks to the adaptive bboundary connditions,
thhe dependence of the compputed values ffor drag
aand lift on the size of the coomputational domain
iss drastically rreduced, achieeving accuracyy better
bby one to tw
wo orders oof magnitudee when
ccompared to ssimulations w
with simple or classic
bboundary condditions.
Therefore, with the a.b..c., a given acccuracy
ccan be obtaineed on much sm
maller domainns, thus
bbringing downn the hardwaree requirementts (CFD
oon a laptop).
We have aalso shown a ssubstantial quaalitative
im
mprovement of the physiical behavior of the
fl
flow, in the ssense that thee adaptive booundary
cconditions havve a minimaal influence on the
streamlines, inn particular cclose to the artificial
a
bboundaries.

Re 0.5:
Re 1:
Re 5:
Re 10:
Re 25:

Figurre 6. Lift in function of domainn size, for a circcular
body with slip b.c., at R
Re 1.

W
We observe thhat the s.b.c. overestimate the
valuees of the forcees compared too the c.b.c. whhich
in tuurn overestimaate the drag aand lift compaared
to thee a.b.c., exceppt for the dragg in the case R
Re =
0.5 oon the smalllest domain. This was to be
expeccted, since booth the s.b.c. aand c.b.c. imppose

44. Conclusion
ns

Figure 7. Relative error
e
on drag in function of dom
main size, for a circular body w
with slip b.c., at Re
Notee the logarithmiic scale.
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0.5, 1, 5, 10, 25.

Figu
ure 8. Relative eerror on lift in ffunction of dom
main size, for a ccircular body wiith slip b.c., at R
Re
Notee the logarithmiic scale.
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77. Appendix
77.1 Special fun
nctions
We presennt the particullar functions used in
eexpressions (5)) and (6). We have
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1

1
4√
1

2

1

4√

2

√

1

√

1

2

(12)
(13)
(14)

11

z

(15)

with
1
and

z

1

/

2√
1 2

0,

4√
1
4

0,

/

,
,

(16)
0
0
0
0

(17)
(18)

2
| | 1

(19)

2
1

2 1

8

4
| | 1

(20)

6
with

7.2 Algorithm for the determination of the
special constant in the asymptotic expansion
depends on the solution, see
The constant
[10]. An algorithm to find a good approximation
is presented here. In essence, it searches for the
root of the function
1
(27)
⋅ T ,
with the fluid domain and
(28)
T
⊗
calculated with
and
computed from the
numerical solution obtained with the a.b.c. with
0 and where ⊗ represents
such that
the dyadic product (i.e.,
⊗
) and
(29)
, ,0
with
,
⋅
any user-defined
differentiable cut-off function that cuts a channel
perpendicular to the wall centered on the body
and two strips, one adjacent to the wall and one
adjacent to the top artificial. The scalar
in
(27) is given by
ℓ ,
/

erfi 1/2| | ,
erfc 1/2| | ,

0
0

2ℓ

(21)

where
erfi
erfc
with
erf

1
2

erf
erf

ℓ

/

√

(30)
ℓ /

(22)
(23)

ℓ

/

ℓ

ℓ /

ℓ

e

(24)

√π
the error function and the imaginary number.
All these functions were implemented using
an interface to Matlab (tested on versions 2009a
and 2010a). For the imaginary error function,
erfi, we used a function by Per Sundqvist to be
found on the Matlab Central website.
In the case of functions (19) and (20),
numerical instability was an issue near
0,
which was solved when using the respective
Taylor expansions in that neighborhood
4
1 12
180
(25)
π
3360
⋯
12
1 20
420
(26)
π
10080
⋯
See [10] for additional details.

/
ℓ
and may be calculated ahead of time.
The first term in (27) is directly programmed
in COMSOL as a subdomain expression. The
cutoff expressions are programmed as global
expressions. We chose
1
1
(31)
⋅
4
4

4

⋅

(32)

4

where
,

,

′

(33)

,0
1 (34)
630 1
Our root-finding algorithm operates from
Matlab using the output of successive COMSOL
simulations restarted from the last one (the first
one uses
0 and is thus equivalent to a
simulation with s.b.c.)
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